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QUESTION: 1
What is the maximum distance per cable segment using 9/125 micron single-mode cable and
long wavelength GBICs?

A. 1 km
B. 5 km
C. 10 km
D. 100 km

Answer: C

QUESTION: 2
When is zoning required? (Choose three.)

A. when there are known interaction problems between different hardware platforms
B. when mixing operating systems that are currently only supported in homogeneous SANs
C. when the number of nodes or ports in the SAN exceed the storage system connection limit
D. when the SAN performance does not meet the needs of the customers application
environment
E. when mixing OpenVMS and Tru64 UNIX operating systems connected to the same
storage subsystem

Answer: A, B, C

QUESTION: 3
What can QuickLoop be used for?

A. RA4100s
B. NetWare connectivity
C. servers with FC-AL connectivity
D. connecting tape drives to a fabric

Answer: C

QUESTION: 4
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What are two features of the SAN Director 64? (Choose two.)

A. beaconing
B. QuickLoop
C. hot code activation
D. call home notification
E. Fabric Watch management

Answer: C, D

QUESTION: 5
Compaq heterogeneous SANs provide _____. (Choose three.)

A. high availability
B. multivendor storage
C. storage consolidation
D. multiple message protocols
E. centralized storage management

Answer: A, C, E

QUESTION: 6
What are two benefits of a SAN? (Choose two.)

A. serverless backup
B. centralized storage
C. direct connect storage
D. LAN-based data movement

Answer: A, B

QUESTION: 7
What is an attribute of NAS?
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A. serverless backup
B. centralized storage
C. direct connect storage
D. LAN-based data movement

Answer: D

QUESTION: 8
What are three key features of the SANWorks Management Appliance? (Choose three.

A. WEB enabled for easy access
B. easy setup of all LAN elements
C. monitoring of Smart Array 4x00
D. SAN element fault monitoring and reporting
E. out-of-band connectivity and control (out of data path)

Answer: A, D, E

QUESTION: 9
What does Network View give you the ability to perform?

A. only out-of-band monitoring of LAN devices
B. only out-of-band monitoring of SAN devices
C. in-band and out-of-band monitoring of LAN devices only
D. in-band and out-of-band monitoring of SAN devices only
E. in-band and out-of-band monitoring of LAN and SAN devices

Answer: D

QUESTION: 10
A company has just installed Network View on a Management Appliance and has run a
discovery to map the devices on their SAN. Objects appear as "Unknown" in the map. The
objects appear as World Wide ID names that correspond with HBAs in servers on the SAN.
What needs to be done in order for the HBAs to be recognized by Network View?
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